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     There they were, clear single-ply tire tracks, just what I had 
been looking for. Further down, no more tracks. I was puzzled. 
She may have been here before and discovered to the left 
of the driveway a garage and the large empty house being renovated. 
I went into the woods surrounding the house; still no 
sign of her. Walking back to the car I had an acute sense of being 
watched. If she were here, she played a good game of hide-and- 
seek. I drove onto Route 6, traveled south about a mile and 
parked; still no sign of her, no white car anywhere. I had enough 
and headed back. Slowing down to make the left turn onto 
Washington Road, I was startled by a blast of a horn and a flash 
of high beams. I was so on edge that I freaked out; it was only a 
pick-up truck. I made the turn and headed straight towards the 
cabin. I backed into the parking spot facing the right direction 
in case a quick exit was needed. I glanced around. Chipmunks 
were busy harvesting seeds; nothing seemed to have unsettled 
them. 
     Walking towards the front steps I froze at the sudden sound 
of leaves being disturbed. It seemed to come from the right rear 
of the cabin where a loose panel covered the crawl space. The 
sound stopped when I stopped, then picked up again as I continued 
to move in its direction. I picked up a shovel from the 



back of the shed and cautiously approached the panel. Pressing 
my back against the wall I used the head of the shovel to pull the 
panel sideways. If she were there waiting, she would assume I 
would investigate the sound by pulling the panel towards me 
which would then fully expose me to the barrel of a rifle. The 
sudden action of yanking the panel must have surprised whatever 
or whoever was there as a scurrying sound could be heard 
moving towards the other side of the crawl space. She would 
now be at the front of the cabin blocking me from getting inside. 
     I walked back towards the woods and climbed the small rise 
directly facing the front porch. Leaning against a boulder I had 
a clear view of the cabin and could observe any movement. I sat 
for close to an hour, nothing moved. This game of hide-and-seek 
was stupid and dangerous. Finally, stiff from the cold, I decided 
to take a chance and headed for the porch. As I approached the 
glass sliding doors, I anxiously rummaged through my satchel 
for the keys. 
     The next thing I remembered was lying face down on the 
porch, the back of my head hurting. “What happened?” Feeling 
dizzy, I tried to get up and reach for my satchel lying nearby, and 
suddenly felt a rush of adrenaline when I noticed a log of firewood 
close to my feet. “Where had she come from? How could I 
have missed her?” I unlocked the door and quickly went inside. 
Sliding the door shut I realized the glass would not be much 
of a deterrent. One heavy log from the wood stacked would be 
enough to smash the glass. 
     It was Brooklyn again, me on the inside she on the outside; 
but this time, there were no fire escapes and no back door. 
     Joyce’s cabin had a false panel behind the refrigerator, 
which slid open and revealed a stepladder that led to a loft bed. 
Moving the refrigerator to the left and sliding open the panel, 
I stepped in and, pushing the refrigerator back, slid the panel 
close again and with trembling legs climbed the ladder to safety. 



There it was, a small mattress; it was like finding the Golden 
Fleece. I collapsed on the bed completely wiped out. Here I was 
trapped by fear of the unknown; fear of being so depleted that 
making a fatal mistake would bring me face to face with death. 
I was on automatic; when I closed my eyes, my sense of hearing 
intensified. Even the smallest natural sound was magnified and 
played havoc with my imagination. Was she climbing up onto 
the roof? I hoped she had not discovered the loose panel in the 
back of the cabin leading down to the garage. If she was hiding 
under the cabin where the wood was dry; she could easily start 
a fire forcing me to run out into her line of fire. If I dropped into 
a deep sleep, would it be the smoke or flames that got to me 
first? I could not afford to fall asleep. 
     As I lay there I became aware of the skylight above and the 
small oblong window to the left of the mattress. This would be 
my avenue of escape. I looked around the loft but found nothing 
that could be used to smash open the window. I went back 
down to get the poker from the wood burning stove, though 
having to pass by the glass doors would expose me. With the 
poker in my hand I now felt empowered; I had a weapon and 
a means of escape. I returned to the loft and lay in bed clutching 
the poker. Deep sadness and emptiness overcame me as 
I slipped into sleep. I dreamt of two charioteers arguing as 
they orbited the earth. One said, “Let’s get him, it’s time.” The 
other one said, “No, wait, it’s not time,” then in unison, “let’s 
get them.” They snapped the reigns but the stallions refused 
to move. 
     “Oh, my God, they are coming for me, for her, for us. No 
I will not go. I am alive,” I screamed, as I awoke in panic, my 
heart pounding. 
 
     It was now already close to noon. I had forgotten that I was 
scheduled to open the showroom at 9:00 a.m. We did not have 



a sale staff on Sundays, and as the telemarketing manager, I 
would be there alone. 
     The air was cold, and crisp, close to twenty degrees. I 
moved cautiously throughout the house in case she had broken 
in. Passing the sliding door and seeing the log of wood on the 
porch, I realized she could still be outside. Clutching the poker 
I went into the shower. The cold water was like shards of ice 
piercing my body; it felt exhilarating to be alive. 
     I left the house through the trap door to the garage, and 
once outside, scaled the stone wall, and cautiously approached 
the car. I noticed a scuff of white paint on the right side of the 
slate blue rear bumper. Had it been there before or happened 
while I was sleeping? I checked the tires making sure they were 
not slashed. I looked for tire marks. There they were, single ply: 
were they new or had they been there before? I opened the door 
to get in and discovered broken glass on my seat. 
     “It’s a trap,” I thought, “If I bend over to brush the glass off, 
my back will be vulnerable. No way, grab the blanket and throw 
it over the seat and get the hell out of here.” I sped away from 
the cabin and my fears. 
     Approaching the city, I felt tension begin to build once more. 
Rachelle had saturated every part of my life. 
     Was it fate that made me stop at the Futon store that rainy 
night in December? 


